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Your Weakest-Most Important Skills (W.M.I.S) Ranking Procedure 
by Lawrie Montague PGA  

 

The 4 primary golf performance categories that you will assess to identify and isolate 

your weakest-most important golf skills are: 

1.      Shots played on the greens (Your putting ability) 

2.      Shots played within 90 metres or 100 yards of the green (Your short-game ability) 

3.      Approach shots into the green from outside 90 metres or 100 yards (Your shot-making ability) 

4.      Tee shots (Your driving ability) 

 

Step 1.  
To get started using our W.M.I.S assessment (below) with the help of your instructor / coach or someone who is very familiar 

with your game like a caddy give yourself an honest and realistic grading of A, B, C or D in each of these 4 primary performance 

categories that have been broken up into: 

 

• Technical Competence (the reliability of your technique under pressure) 

• Tactical Competence (the reliability of your planning and strategic thinking under pressure) 

• Temperamental Competence (the reliability of your thoughts and emotions under pressure) 
 

Step 2.  
Now each grade has a value associated with it that relates to your knowledge of how to execute the skills within the category 

and also ability to execute skills under pressure. So give yourself an honest rating of: 

 

A = 75 to 100 percent (Very knowledgeable in it and can perform it anytime under pressure) 

B = 50 to 75 percent (Somewhat knowledgeable and can perform it most of the time under pressure) 

C = 25 to 50 percent (Lack knowledge in it and mostly fail to perform it under pressure) 

D = 0 to 25 percent (No knowledge in it and can't perform it under any pressure) 
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